To Franz Buchfellner, mentor Jerry Braren and Martin Marty -

A unique theologian who always on the U.S. Senate appealing support from an among people on April 15th. From an admiring friend.

Charles Percy
To: F.B.
Who taught M.M.
everything she knows.

+L.B.
To: F.B.

Who taught M.M.
everything he knows.

+L.B.
To Francis — a great and esteemed theologian.

Richard J. Daley
To Frank — a great and esteemed friend.

Richard J. Daley
"I do a great deal of reading, but I'm not very big on contemporary authors. My favorites are Dostoevsky and George Eliot. Television? Well, the Smothers Brothers was the show I liked best. Now I lean toward Laugh-In and The Bold Ones."

Miss August, Sharon Clark, becomes Playboy's twelfth gatefold queen.

Since the darkest days of World War Two, when it was a vaunted stronghold of the Imperial Japanese Navy, had the Micronesian atoll of Truk received such attention in an American magazine. But this time, the August 1970 issue of Playboy, the mood was infinitely brighter; one of the Truk islands, Moen, was the temporary headquarters of that month's Playmate, lovely Sharon Clark, then teaching English to local high school students. So captivated were Playboy's editors by Sharon's fresh-faced beauty and sunny personality that she was their unanimous choice as 1971's Playmate of the Year. Sharon thus becomes the 12th in the succession of Playmate of the Year.

Sharon is so honored and, like all of her predecessors, she finds it difficult to believe. Now back in California, where she has recently moved from Santa Monica to a house on stilts in the Hollywood hills, Sharon told us: "I really don't know what shook me up more, our earthquake or the news that I'd been chosen Playmate of the..." (text concluded on page 190)
“I’ve always loved to travel, and my experiences in Truk just whetted my appetite for further exploration. I’d like to go to Spain—I’ve been studying the language diligently, on records—and I’m excited about the prospect of participating, as Playmate of the Year, in a trip to Switzerland, with ski instructor Roaer Staub as host. Luckily, skiing is my favorite winter sport.”
To Franz Biefield,
Best Wishes,
Players' Player of the Year
Sharon Z.
To Franz
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Charles Percy
~ Bibfeldtiana ~
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To Frank Bil杰夫, who is an inspirations to all Jew - Rama Bhattacharjee
To Frank Bilfield

May we put the universal principles of religion into practice — and enjoy true peace among all men.

Edward V. Hannan '72
To Franz Bibfeldt
one of the really
unusual theologians
in Illinois

With warmest regards

Willie Yellen
Attorney General
of Illinois
Franz Bibfeldt
at Swift Commons on
the Occasion of the
University's Centennial
Autumn Convocation
Friday December 13th, 1991

Giving a Blessing to
the Divinity Schools
1st Dean Eri Hulbert
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